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• We’re keen to have opinions, thoughts and predictions on the following topical 
issues as well as general market information such as market share, market trends 
and details of brand activity. 
• It’s always very useful to receive images – 300 dpi if possible. Good images include 
product shots, pictures of people quoted in the copy, and pictures of advertising and 
marketing activity. 
• And please feel free to provide anything else you think is relevant. 

 
Consumers across the board are cutting back, whether that be on sugar or smoking. 
With this in mind, it’s important that retailers can now accommodate every kind of 
consumer demand here, especially across a wide and complicated category like 
nicotine. In this feature, we will look at the options available to consumers aside 
from traditional smoking products. We would welcome comments on the following: 
 
• How have alternative nicotine products performed in Scottish c-stores in recent 
years? What are the key category trends that retailers should stay aware of?  
 
• What alternative nicotine products beyond vaping have been performing well in 
Scottish c-stores in recent times? Heat-not-burn? Nicotine pouches? 
 
• Given the current cost-of-living crisis, how can retailers help illustrate alternatives 
to traditional smoking as cheaper options for consumers? What steps has your brand 
taken to help keep good margins for retailers across these alternative offerings? 
 
• What steps have been taken recently to help inform both consumers and retailers 
about the variety of options available in the nicotine category? Why should retailers 
consider investing in space for products beyond traditional smoking ones? 
 
• What resources are available to retailers who may wish to better educate 
themselves and their customers on the alternative nicotine products on the market? 
What do you think are the key pieces of product knowledge that retailers should be 
providing to their customers for your category/brand? 
 
• Do you have any NPD or campaigns you would like to shout about? 


